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1 Abstract
Our research goal is to better understand the relationship between the polyhedron and the
group associated with a fundamental domain in H3. In this paper, we will study torsion-free
groups and determine a formula for how many edge classes a given abstract polyhedron must
have. We will use that result to classify all fundamental domains on the cube with torsion-free
groups, including a discussion of the explicit groups associated to those domains. We will then
turn to more general fundamental domains and prove a series of results about how properties
of the group place restrictions on the edge classes in the quotient manifold. These results give
insight into how the polyhedron and the group associated to a fundamental domain interact, as
well as offering concrete tools to find fundamental domains.
2 Introduction
Fundamental domains are an important tool for studying and understanding hyperbolic
manifolds. A fundamental domain is a region that disjointly tiles hyperbolic space under the
action of a Kleinian group. The tiling induces a set of identifications between the faces, edges,
and vertices of the domain. We can study the manifold resulting from these identifications by
considering the fundamental domain. We are particularly interested in fundamental domains
that are polyhedral; here we note a few useful properties of fundamental polyhedra arising from
the Poincare construction [1] (adapted from Proposition 3.5.1).
Theorem 1. A fundamental polyhedron P has the following properties:
(i) The faces are arranged in pairs (σ, σ′); to each pair corresponds an element g ∈ G (called
a face identification) such that g(σ) = σ′ and g(P )
⋂
P = σ.
(ii) If a face pairing transformation is elliptic, there is an edge contained in its rotation axis.
(iii) To each edge e corresponds an edge relation: g1g2...gn = ge where either ge is an elliptic
of finite order with rotation axis containing e, or ge = id.
*We will refer to the set of edges in a given edge relation as an edge class.
(iv) The orbit of P under G fills H3 without overlap on interiors.
(v) The face pairing transformations generate G; the edge relations generate the relations in
G.
In this paper, we will study fundamental domains by considering both the abstract poly-
hedron P and the Kleinian group G. Specifically, we will investigate how the structure of the
polyhedron and the properties of the associated group interact.
This question is both inspired and guided by the work of Igor Rivin with regard to convex
ideal polyhedra [2]. It should be noted that we are interested in fundamental domains arising
from the Poincare construction referenced in Theorem 1, which yields convex domains. Thus
understanding convex polyhedra in H3 is a step towards understanding fundamental polyhedra.
In particular, Rivin’s strategy determines whether or not a given abstract polyhedron with
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certain prescribed dihedral angles can be realized as a convex ideal polyhedron in H3. We will
use Rivin’s result as a tool and also generalize his method of imposing conditions on an abstract
polyhedron to study fundamental domains.
Rivin’s work is an extension of a result by E.M. Andre’ev that characterizes finite-volume
convex polyhedra with non-obtuse angles in H3 [3]. Rivin generalizes Andre’ev’s result by
describing a method of constructing convex ideal polyhedra with any dihedral angles. Before
stating the result, we will briefly touch on the idea of dual polyhedra, a concept that Rivin uses
heavily.
Given some polyhedron P , the Poincare dual P ∗ is another polyhedron whose faces corre-
spond to the vertices of the original polyhedron, and vice versa. For example, an edge between
two faces A and B in P becomes an edge connecting two vertices A∗ and B∗ in P ∗.
B
T
Bo
L
RF
V
P P*
Figure 1: The cube and octahedron are dual polyhedra. Edges go to edges, faces to vertices,
and vertices to faces. T refers to the top face in the cube, Bo refers to bottom, etc.
Figure 1 shows another example that will be useful for our purposes: the blue, teal, and
orange edges meet at vertex V in P . Vertex V is dual to the face in P ∗ bounded by the duals
of those edges. This idea will be useful when we discuss Rivin’s equations for ideal convex
polyhedra.
Rivin’s result is as follows [2, Theorem 0.1]. For P a convex ideal polyhedron in H3, consider
the dual polyhedron P ∗. For each edge e∗ of P ∗, assign a weight w(e∗), where w(e∗) is the
exterior dihedral angle at the dual edge e ∈ P . Then the following conditions must be true:
1) 0 < w(e∗) < pi for all e∗ ∈ P ∗
2) If e∗
1
, ..., e∗k bound a face in P
∗, then w(e∗
1
) + ...+ w(e∗k) = 2pi.
3) If e∗
1
, ..., e∗k form a simple circuit that does not bound a face of P
∗, then w(e∗
1
)+...+w(e∗k) >
2pi.
His result further states that given some abstract polyhedron P ∗ with weighted edges e∗i
that satisfy the above conditions, the dual of P ∗ can be realized as a convex ideal polyhedron
P with exterior dihedral angles determined by the weights. In this paper, we will refer to this
result as the Rivin equations and inequalities. The most useful part comes from condition 2: we
need the sum of edge weights for edges bounding a face in the dual to be 2pi. Edges bounding
a face in the dual become edges incident to a vertex in the original polyhedron. Thus, we will
require that the sum of exterior dihedral angles for all edges incident to a given vertex is 2pi. An
example is shown in Figure 1: the blue, teal, and orange edges meet at vertex V in P . Vertex
V is dual to the face in P ∗ bounded by the duals of those edges.
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We will combine Rivin’s results with several restrictions on the types of groups and polyhedra
that we consider in order to obtain results about fundamental domains. First, we will assume
that we are working with ideal polyhedra so that we can invoke Rivin’s result. Second, we will
assume that the groups have no elliptic generators. Finally, we will assume that the interior
angle sum of edges in a class will always be 2pi. This restriction will give rise to what we will
call the fundamental domain equations.
Def : For an abstract polyhedron with E edges and k edge classes E1, ..., Ek, where Ei has ni
elements, we obtain k equations of the form
ni∑
j=1
(pi − xj) = 2pi, (1)
where xj is the exterior dihedral angle at edge j, and edge j is in class Ei. These are the
fundamental domain equations.
From these assumptions, we will proceed as follows. In Section 3, we will make a general
statement about the role of elliptic elements in general fundamental domains. We will then
justify that our assumptions restrict our consideration to torsion-free groups. In Section 4, we
will explore how the Rivin equations and inequalities combine to give certain conditions on the
generators and relators of a group associated with a general abstract polyhedron. In section
5 we will consider the case that the abstract polyhedron is a cube and classify all possible
fundamental domains on the cube with torsion free groups. Finally, in Section 6, we will explore
the question of how properties of the group restrict the combinatorics of the associated abstract
polyhedron.
3 Role of Elliptics in Fundamental Domains
Imagine that we are given a fundamental polyhedron with associated abstract polyhedron P
and group G. We will consider the possibility that the group has elliptic elements and determine
what role they play. Elliptic elements must fix an axis in the interior of H3, and we will use this
fact to characterize them. First, we will show that if the group does have elliptic elements, the
axis of each elliptic must only go along edges of the polyhedron and its copies. We will then
fully classify the ways in which elliptic elements can appear in the group G. Finally, we will
argue that by assuming that there are no elliptic generators and that the interior angles in an
edge class sum to 2pi, we obtain a torsion free group.
3.1 Elliptic elements must fix an edge
In order to understand the role of elliptic elements, we make the following claim:
Claim 3.1: The axis of an elliptic element of G must only intersect P and its copies along
edges.
Proof. We first quickly note what is meant by the copies of P. Each element of G is an isometry
of H3 that moves the original polyhedron P to another location in H3 while maintaining its
geometry. These copies together with the original polyhedron P tile H3. Now to prove the
claim: we know that the axis is in the interior of H3. Thus, it must intersect some set of
interiors, faces, edges, and vertices of P and its copies. We will prove the statement by ruling
out all cases except for edges. We will call the elliptic element ge and denote its order by |ge|.
Case 1: The axis intersects the interior of P or one of its copies.
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Under the action of G, P disjointly tiles all of H3, and its interior must move around H3.
Thus, the axis cannot be in the interior of P or any of its copies because the axis is fixed by ge
and would not be able to move as the polyhedron tiles the space.
Case 2: The axis intersects a face of one of the polyhedra.
If |ge| > 2, then we have a contradiction: ge rotates by some angle θ 6= pi, a rational divisor
of 2pi, and the axis in face F is fixed. Thus, ge(F )
⋂
F 6= 0; namely, the axis is the intersection.
However, because θ 6= pi, the faces are not lined up. Thus, we know that ge(F ) intersects the
interior of two copies of P , namely the two copies that share face F (see Figure 2(a)). The tiling
should be disjoint, so this is a contradiction.
A
B
θ
(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) If |ge| > 2, then ge takes A to B and B intersects the original polyhedron in the
interior. (b) If |ge| = 2, the colored faces are glued together, but with a reflection over the axis.
The colored face is identified with two faces, a contradiction.
If |ge| = 2, we cannot use the same argument because F and ge(F ) will be completely lined
up, but with a reflection over the axis (see Figure 2(b)).
The axis breaks the face F into two pieces, and we can consider them as two new faces that
have an exterior dihedral angle of pi. Because P is a fundamental domain, all of the elements in
the group G send faces to faces. We know that in the pi rotation over the axis, these two new
faces are sent to each other; we have just reflected the face F over the axis. However, in doing
so, we have identified face F with itself. From Theorem 1, face identifications come in pairs
for a fundamental polyhedron, so now F is identified with itself and the original paired face, a
contradiction.
Case 3: The axis is tangent to a vertex of one of the polyhedra.
The axis must continue through H3 outside of the polyhedron containing the tangent vertex.
It cannot go in the interior or along a face of another copy of P , so it must only go along edges.
Thus, we conclude that if G has an elliptic element, its axis must only intersect P and its
copies along edges.
3.2 Identifying All Elliptic Elements in G
We will first consider the case for a general polyhedron and then discuss what happens when
we impose the assumptions stated in Section 2.
3.2.1 In General
Suppose that G has an elliptic element ge. By Claim 3.1, the axis of ge only goes along edges
of P and its copies. First consider the case that the axis contains an edge of P . There are two
options: either ge is a face identification, or it is not. In the second case, say that ge takes face
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F of P to face F ′ of P ′. Face F is not identified with F ′ by a generator in this case (see Figure
3).
P1
P2
P3
P
P
′
g0g1g2g3 = ge
∃ an elliptic taking
P to P’ =⇒We can
construct it via a
series of face IDs
F
F’
Figure 3: Constructing ge as a sequence of face identifications. gi
is the face identification that ends at polyhedron copy Pi.
We are looking at the figure from the side; the red dot represents the edge e fixed by ge,
coming out of the page. All of the space between P and P ′ is filled in by other copies of P that
also share edge e. Thus, we can construct ge as a sequence of face identifications, as shown in
Figure 3.
We begin at face F and construct the relation corresponding to the edge class of e using face
identifications.
There are three cases to consider. Starting at face F, the relation for the class of e terminates
before we get to F ′, at F ′, or after F ′. Note that the relation terminates when we return to the
original edge.
The relation cannot end after F ′ because we return to the original edge at F ′, and thus the
relation has to end at or before F ′.
If the edge class finishes at F ′, then the relator is either ge itself or the identity.
Finally, if the edge class finishes before F ′, then by Theorem 1, ge is a power of the relation,
which itself is a smaller elliptic. To see this, note that by discreteness, there must be some
smallest rotation element in G. Call it gα with rotation by an angle α. We claim that ge must
be a power of gα. If it was not, then ∃m ∈ Z such that gmα is within α of F ′. But then ge ◦ g−mα
is a smaller rotation element than gα, a contradiction.
We conclude that any elliptic that fixes an edge in P is either a generator, a relator, or a
finite power of a relator.
To get an elliptic that fixes an edge in one of the copies of P , we simply conjugate one of the
elliptic elements described above. The generators and relators in any copy of P are conjugate to
the generators and relators of P. Conjugacy preserves type of Mobius transformation, so these
elements are also elliptic elements. Conversely, any elliptic fixing an edge in one of the copies
of P is conjugate to a generator, relator, or power of a relator in P, and we could have found it
by conjugating one of those elements.
We conclude that any elliptic in G is either a generator, a relator, a finite power of a relator,
or something conjugate to one of the above.
3.2.2 Under our Assumptions
We have shown that an elliptic can be constructed as a generator, a relator, or a finite power
of a relator, depending on where the relator terminates relative to face F ′. When we impose
that there are no elliptic generators and that the fundamental domain equations are satisfied,
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we eliminate both of these cases. Clearly if there are no elliptic generators, then ge is not a
generator. If the relator ends exactly at F ′, then either ge is the relation or the identity. From
the fundamental domain equations, we know that the interior angle sum of the edges in the
class is 2pi. Thus, ge must be the identity. This eliminates the case that one of the relators is
an elliptic.
Now we claim that the relator cannot end before we reach F ′; for if it did, then the elliptic
that takes F to F ′ must have a rotation angle > 2pi, which is not possible. This eliminates the
case where the elliptic is a finite power of a relator.
With our two assumptions, we have eliminated the cases that the elliptic is a generator, a
relator, or a finite power of a relator. Since there are no elliptics with axes containing edges
of P, there are no elliptics in the group: suppose that there was an elliptic fixing an edge in
another copy of P. Then that elliptic is conjugate to an elliptic fixing an edge in P. But there
are no elliptics fixing an edge in P. Thus, we conclude that under these assumptions, there are
no elliptics in G.
Corollary 3.1: A group corresponding to a fundamental domain with no elliptic generators
and where all edge classes sum to 2pi is a torsion-free group.
4 Number of Edge Classes for a Given Combinatorial Poly-
hedron
Recall that we have two sets of equations: the fundamental domain equations and the Rivin
equations. We can combine them in an interesting way to determine several facts about how
many edge classes, faces and vertices should be in the quotient manifold resulting from the
identifications.
First, we will say a few words about the Euler characteristic equation. For a given spherical
polyhedron, we have the equation
V − E + F = 2, (2)
where V , E, and F are the number of vertices, edges, and faces, respectively. Once we take the
quotient, we have the following equation for the resulting manifold:
V − E + F − P = q, (3)
where again V, E, and F are the number of vertices, edges, and faces, respectively. P is the
number of interiors and is equal to 1 in our case; q is the Euler characteristic of the quotient
manifold.
To make a few connections to our terminology, we have the following:
• F =
F
2
because we identify faces pairwise (Theorem 1)
• V is the number of Rivin equations that we obtain: each vertex is dual to a face, and the
incident edges bound the dual face.
• E is the number of variables in our equations.
• E is the number of edge classes and consequently the number of fundamental domain
equations.
Thus, in general we have a system of up to V + E equations in E variables (there may be
fewer equations if there are edge classes completely at one vertex). We will derive an equation
for the number of edge classes given the number of edges and vertices in the original polyhedron.
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Proposition 4.1: A polyhedron with E edges and V vertices must have E =
E − V
2
edge
classes.
Proof. We will proceed by summing the exterior dihedral angles of all of the edges using each
of the sets of equations.
Method 1: Rivin Equations
Each edge is adjacent to two vertices. Thus, if we sum over the angle sums at all of the
vertices, we will double-count each edge. Defining vi to be the sum of the exterior dihedral
angles at a given vertex, we have
V∑
i=0
vi = 2(x1 + ...+ xE) = 2piV , (4)
from which we obtain that
E∑
j=1
xj = piV . (5)
Method 2: Fundamental Domain Equations
The edge classes disjointly partition the set of edges in the original polyhedron. Thus, if we
sum the exterior dihedral angles in each edge class and then sum over the edge classes, we will
obtain the sum of all exterior dihedral angles in the polyhedron. In general, for an edge class
consisting of ni edges, the sum of the exterior angles will be (ni − 2)pi. Summing over all E
classes, we obtain
E∑
i=1
(ni − 2)pi = x1 + ...+ xE . (6)
Rearranging the sum, we find
pi
E∑
i=1
ni − 2piE =
E∑
j=1
xj . (7)
Note that
∑E
i=1 ni = E.
Because any fundamental domain must satisfy the Rivin equations and the fundamental
domain equations, these two quantities are equal. Cancelling a factor of pi on each side, we
obtain
E − 2E = V , (8)
which is what we set out to prove.
From this result, we conclude the following for the Platonic solids:
Polyhedron Vertices Edges Edge Classes in FD
Tetrahedron 4 6 1
Cube 8 12 2
Octahedron 6 12 3
Dodecahedron 20 30 5
Icosahedron 12 30 9
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We can push this result a bit farther by combining it with the Euler characteristic equations.
2V − 2E + 2F − 2P = 2q
V − E + F = 2
2V − 2E − 2P − V + E = 2q − 2
−
To simplify, note that P = 1, so we have
2V − 2E − V + E = 2q. (9)
Then we can rearrange to obtain
E − V = 2E − (2V + 2q). (10)
The part of the equation outside of parentheses is our equation from Proposition 4.1; we conclude
that V = q and thus that the number of vertex classes in a fundamental domain is equal to the
Euler characteristic of the quotient space.
5 Fundamental Domains on the Cube with Torsion-Free
Groups
Using several of the results from the previous section, we will classify all fundamental domains
with the cube as an abstract polyhedron.
5.1 Finding Candidates for Fundamental Domains on the Cube with
Torsion-Free Groups
FD (1)
FD (2)
FD (3)
Figure 4: Possible fundamental domains on the cube.
Our goal in this section is to classify all possible fundamental domains on the cube with
torsion-free groups. We will first prove that the only candidates to be fundamental domains are
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the three shown in Figure 3. By candidates, we mean that there are 2 edge classes, a set of
face identifications producing them, and both the Rivin and Fundamental domain equations are
satisfied. The last aspect to check will be that all of the relations in the group are equal to the
identity and not a loxodromic element. It is possible for all of the above to be true and have
a relation that is a loxodromic element with axis fixing the original edge in the relator. In this
case, we will not have a fundamental domain. Note that there are two polyhedrons associated
with FD (1) and FD (3). The two versions are not exactly the same but are analogous in a way
that will be made precise when we calculate the associated group in Section 5.2.
The full descriptions are as follows.
• FD (1) (top version)
A: Top−→Bottom with pi
2
clockwise twist on bottom interior face
B: Front−→Back with pi
2
clockwise twist on back interior face
C: Left−→Right with pi
2
clockwise twist on right interior face
All of the exterior dihedral angles are
2pi
3
. It is straightforward to check that these angles
satisfy the Rivin equations and inequalities, as well as the fundamental domain equations:
each vertex has three incident edges, each with angle equal to
2pi
3
, and 3 · 2pi
3
= 2pi. Any
closed curve not bounding a face in the dual (an octahedron) has at least four edges, and
4 · 2pi
3
> 2pi, as desired. Finally, each edge class has six edges, and the sum of any six
interior dihedral angles is 6 · pi
3
= 2pi.
• FD (2)
Face Identifications:
Top−→Left with pi
2
clockwise twist on left interior face
Right−→Bottom with pi
2
counterclockwise twist on bottom interior face
Front−→Back with pi twist
All external dihedral angles are
2pi
3
; note that as with the first example, this satisfies all
of Rivin’s equations and inequalities, and it satisfies the fundamental domain equations.
• FD (3) (top version)
Face Identifications:
Top−→Front with pi
2
clockwise twist on front exterior face
Left−→Right with pi
2
counterclockwise twist on right interior face
Back−→Bottom with pi twist on bottom interior face
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x10=
3pi
5
x7=
4pi
5
x12=
4pi
5
x9=
4pi
5x5=
3pi
5
x4=
3pi
5
x3=
4pi
5
x2=
3pi
5
x11=
3pi
5
x8=
3pi
5
x6=
3pi
5
x1=
3pi
5
2
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
1112
(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) Edge labeling for FD (3) (b) Exterior dihedral angle assignments
The angle assignments in Figure 5(b) satisfy the Rivin equations; each vertex has two angles
of
3pi
5
and one angle of
4pi
5
, which sum to 2pi. Any closed cycle not bounding a face in the
dual has to consist of at least 4 edges and has a minimum length of
12pi
5
> 2pi. Finally, it is
straightforward to check that the sum of each edge class is what it should be: 3pi for the green
class and 5pi for the yellow class.
Proposition 5.1: FDs (1),(2), and (3) are the only possible candidates for fundamental
domains on the cube with torsion-free groups, up to rotation.
First note that by Proposition 4.1, we know that a fundamental domain on the cube without
elliptic generators must have 2 edge classes. Thus, the first goal is to figure out what size edge
classes are allowed. For notation purposes, we will denote a given edge breakdown by x-y, where
x+ y = 12.
Claim 1: The only allowed edge breakdowns for the cube with non-elliptic generators are
5-7 and 6-6.
Proof. Certainly we cannot have an edge class of less than or equal to 2 elements: for if we did,
then by the fundamental domain equations we have
pi − xi + pi − xj = 2pi −→ xi + xj = 0, (11)
which is not possible. Now consider the case that there is an edge class of size 3. Because 3 is
odd, we will need to have adjacent faces identified and sharing an edge, so we consider all of
those cases, shown in Figure 6. WLOG we will consider the front and left faces the adjacent
faces. Either the edges on the face are opposite each other or adjacent. If they are opposite,
there is only one case, as shown in Figure 6(i). If they are adjacent, then there are in principle 4
cases corresponding to the twists by 0,pi
2
, pi, and 3pi
2
; however, pi and 3pi
2
result in the edge class
having four edges. The remaining two cases are shown in Figure 6(ii,iii).
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Elliptic Generator 2 opposite vertices
(i) Opposite
edges
(ii) Adjacent edges,
no twist
(iii) Adjacent edges,
3pi
2
twist CW
Figure 6: Ways to have an edge class of size 3, as described above. Each poses a problem.
We are not considering the case with elliptic generators, so case (i) can be discarded. For
cases (ii) and (iii) where we have 2 opposite vertices with all edges in one class, we know that
six of the elements have to sum to 4pi (each set of three edges at a vertex sums to 2pi by the
Rivin equations). The other class has to have 9 elements, so we have that
x1 + ...+ x9 = 7pi and x1 + ...+ x6 = 4pi. (12)
Thus, we arrive at the fact that
x7 + x8 + x9 = 7pi − 4pi = 3pi, (13)
so at least one of the angles must be greater than or equal to pi, a contradiction to convexity. The
last case to discard (not pictured) is that there are three separate edges, each shared between
two faces. However, it is clear that all three face pairs would be identified by an elliptic fixing
the shared edge, so we cannot have this case. These are all possible ways to put three edges
on the cube, up to rotation, and thus we conclude that we cannot have an edge class of three
elements.
Suppose we had an edge class of four elements. Note that no face can have three edges, nor
can any face have one edge, as that face will not have a face identification. This leaves us with
two possibilities: we can have two edges on each of two non-adjacent faces, or we can have two
adjacent faces sharing an edge with the fourth edge elsewhere on the cube. However, when we
try to place the fourth edge, the only possible choices lead to an elliptic generator. We can thus
consider only the case with two edges on opposite faces. There are only 4 ways to achieve this,
as shown in Figure 7: we can have the edges on the faces either opposite (Figure 7 (i) and (ii))
or adjacent (Figure 7 (iii) and (iv)), and in each case there are two possible twists. For adjacent
edges, there is a pi
2
twist (iv) and a pi twist (iii). The 3pi
2
case is analogous to the pi
2
case, and
the 0 case requires an elliptic generator.
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(i) (ii)
(iii) (iv)
Figure 7: Possible ways to put 4 edges on the cube. Again, each poses a problem.
In case (i), the problem arises from one of Rivin’s inequalities: the blue edge class must
have exterior dihedral angles summing to 4pi − 2pi = 2pi, but in the dual, the blue edges form a
path around the "waist" of the octahedron. Thus, we have a closed path not bounding a face
of length equal to 2pi in the dual, violating Rivin’s inequalities. For (ii), the front face has to be
identified with the back face because they are the only faces that are combinatorially equivalent.
From there, we have a few choices: we can either identify the top face with the bottom, left,
or right face. However, no matter which one we choose, we end up with either a pi twist or a
0 twist for both of the other face identifications, and the result is that the edge class of 8 is
actually broken into at least 2 smaller edge classes. Since it does not have two edge classes, we
can discard this case.
For (iii), we have two opposite vertices in the same edge class, and
x1 + ...+ x8 = 6pi and x1 + ...+ x6 = 2(2pi) = 4pi. (14)
Thus, we have that x7 + x8 = 2pi, and at least one of x7, x8 is greater than or equal to pi, a
contradiction.
Finally, for case (iv), the left face is all in one class, but there is not another face with four
edges in that class, so we cannot assign face identifications.
Thus, we cannot have an edge class of four elements. Since we cannot have edge classes of
sizes 1, 2, 3, or 4, we cannot have classes of size 11, 10, 9, or 8. Thus, we are left with the 6-6
and 5-7 cases.
We have already shown that there are examples of edge classes with 5, 6, and 7 elements.
Our goal now will be to show that if we have a fundamental domain with either a 6-6 breakdown
or a 5-7 breakdown, it is one of the three cases shown in Figure 4.
Claim 2: FDs (1) and (2) are the only two 6-6 fundamental domains on the cube with
non-elliptic generators.
Proof. We will break the proof into two parts by considering the following two cases: two edges
per face and 3 edges per face (on some subset of the faces of the cube). At the end of the proof
we will justify that these are indeed the only possible cases for the 6-6 breakdown.
Case 1: 2 edges per face
To prove this claim, it suffices to pick two edges on one face and consider the possible
rotations that send it to the opposite (and adjacent) face(s). There are two ways to put 2 edges
on a face: the edges can either be opposite one another or adjacent to each other. We will
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then consider opposite and adjacent face identifications for each edge case, for a total of four
possibilities. We will use the following color scheme: purple ’x’s correspond to having ≥3 edges
on a face. WLOG, we will have the opposite face identification pair front and back and the
adjacent face identification pair top and front. For a different combination, we would simply
rotate the picture.
Adjacent edges, opposite faces: We omit the case where there is no rotation between
the front and back face because that case will require and elliptic generator over the shared edge
between the top and back faces. The other three cases are shown in Figure 9.
pi
2
CW
FD (1)
FD (2)FD (2)
FD (1)
pi CW
3pi
2
CW
Figure 8: Ways to put 6 edges in a class with 2 edges per face. A purple X correspond to an
edge that would lead to a face with more than 2 edges on it.
Thus, in this case we always end up with either FD (1) or FD (2).
Opposite edges, opposite faces:
FD (1)
FD (1)
OR
Figure 9: Ways to put opposite edges on opposite faces for 2 edges per face, 6 edges per class.
We only have two options in this case because due to symmetry, the 0 and pi rotations look
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the same, as do the pi
2
and 3pi
2
. On the left of Figure 9: for the 0 rotation case, once we have
placed the first four edges, there are no other places to put the remaining two edges without
having more than 2 edges on a face. On the right: we have two choices of where to put the
remaining two edges, and each gives rise to FD (1)
Adjacent edges, Adjacent faces: We need only consider the cases
pi
2
rotation and no
rotation; otherwise, we will end up with three edges on the top face.
OR
FD (2)
FD (1)No rotation
pi
2
rotationFD (2)
Figure 10: Putting adjacent edges on adjacent faces.
In the "no rotation" case, we end up with FD (2); and in the pi
2
case, we can either end up
with FD (1) or FD (2), as shown in Figure 10..
Opposite edges, Adjacent Faces: We need only consider the cases of no rotation and
pi
2
because the other two cases look the same and therefore have the same problems.
Violates 2 edges/face
OR
Only one edge remains,
but we need two more.
pi rotation No rotation
Figure 11: Putting two opposite edges on two adjacent faces.
Here, we cannot even end up with a viable fundamental domain.
We conclude that FD(1) and FD(2) are the only possible fundamental domains on the cube
with two edges per face and torsion-free groups in the 6-6 breakdown.
Case 2: Three edges per face
We will actually show that there are no fundamental domains on the cube with torsion free
groups that have three edges per face. We begin with a face with three edges and consider both
the opposite and adjacent cases. Up to rotation, there is only one way to put three edges on a
face.
Opposite faces: We will consider only the cases of a pi rotation an a pi
2
rotation; the
0 rotation leaves the bottom face completely in the other edge class, and the 3pi
2
rotation is
analogous to the pi
2
rotation.
Requires an elliptic
over circled edge
With allowed face
IDs, more than 2
edge classes
pi rotation pi
2
rotation
Figure 12: Opposite faces with three edges each.
For the left case, although it appears that there are two edge classes of six, there are actually
more distinct edge classes once one carries out the face identifications. The general issue is that
we know that top and bottom, left and right, and front and back have to be paired because they
are combinatorially equivalent. Additionally, they all have to be paired with either no twist or
a twist of pi, and with those ientifications, there is no way that edges on faces separated by a
pi
2
rotation can be in the same class, yet they need to be in this figure. Thus, the opposite faces
case does not produce a viable fundamental domain.
Adjacent Faces:
To simplify the argument, we will note that both the 0 and pi rotation cases require an elliptic
generator, and the
pi
2
and
3pi
2
are analogous. The
pi
2
case is shown in Figure 14. The left and top
faces have the original five edges, and there is a unique choice for the 6th edge in order to allow
for face identifications; if it is put anywhere else, there will be a face that is not combinatorially
equivalent to any other faces (or an odd number of combinatorially equivalent faces).
Figure 13: Adjacent faces with three edges each and sharing one edge. This is the only case we
need to consider.
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It is clear that the face identifications have to pair top and left, right and bottom, and front
and back because those are the pairs of faces that are combinatorially equivalent. These pairings
give rise to the following face identifications:
• Top−→Left with pi
2
clockwise twist
• Right−→Bottom with pi
2
clockwise twist
• Front−→Back with pi
2
counterclockwise twist
However, when these face identifications are carried out, the purple class is actually broken into
two edge classes, each containing three edges, and we do not have a fundamental domain.
We can now conclude that there are no fundamental domains on the cube with non-elliptic
generators that have 3 edges per face.
All that is left for the 6-6 edge breakdown is to justify that two edges per face and three
edges per face are the only possible cases. To see this, note that we certainly cannot have 4
edges on a face. If we have three edges on a face, there must be another face with three edges
in order to have face identifications, and we considered all of those cases; similarly if we start
with two on a face. Thus the only remaining case is that we have one edge on every face, which
is not possible on the cube.
To complete the proof of Proposition 5.1, we need only consider the 5-7 edge breakdown.
Claim 3: There is only one fundamental domain on the cube with non-elliptic generators and
edge classes of sizes 5 and 7.
First, I will name two "rules" that will help rule out cases for the 5-7 breakdown, shown in
Figure 14.
• Rule 1: No "4 pillars" in an edge class (Figure 14(a))
We only have one more edge to place, so that necessarily leaves a whole face to the other
edge class, which we cannot have.
• Rule 2: Opposite vertices cannot be left open in the 7 edge class; if they are, then 6 of
the edges will sum to 4pi, but the whole class of 7 has to sum to 5pi, which means that the
remaining vertex has an exterior dihedral angle of pi, a contradiction (Figure 14(b)).
(a) (b)
Figure 14: (a) Four pillars (b) Opposite vertices in the same class
There are two cases to consider: an edge must be shared between adjacent faces in the 5-class
since there are an odd number of edges in the class. That edge can either be between faces with
three edges each, two edges each, or one edge each.
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One edge:
Suppose that we have one edge shared between adjacent faces and no other edges on that
face, as in Figure 15.
Figure 15: The purple "x"s denote edges that would result in having more than one edge on
one of the adjacent faces. None of the remaining edge choices are viable options.
We have to pick four of the remaining five available edges to have an edge class of five edges.
If we omit the blue edge, we need an elliptic to identify back to bottom. If we omit either green
edge, then the back face has three edges in the purple class and no pair. Similarly, if we omit
either red edge, then the bottom face has three edges in the purple class and no pair. Thus, no
fundamental domains can arise in this case.
2 edges:
Next, we consider the case where the adjacent faces sharing an edge have two edges each.
We have to break into two subcases here according to how those two edges are arranged on the
faces.
Subcase 1:
The "vertex" case–the edges are arranged around a vertex, as in Figure 16.
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Elliptic over
circled edge
Elliptic over
circled edge
Bottom face has 3 purple
edges and no pair
Figure 16: Three edges arranged around one vertex. We end up with four possible arrangements,
each of which presents a problem.
The first tier of the diagram shows that we have to pick one of the edges on the top face; if
not, then the top face has four edges in the other class. Note then that if we pick both edges on
the top, we will need to identify the back face and the right face with an elliptic over their shared
edge. Thus, we can consider the case where we pick exactly one of the top edges. Once we have
picked a top edge, we cannot also pick the parallel bottom edge on the same face because that
would leave the adjacent face to have four edges in one class. Thus, we are reduced to only four
cases, as shown in Figure 16, and each leads to a problem.
Subcase 2: Consider now the cube drawn in Figure 17. In picking the other two edges, we
have to pick one edge from both the right and the back face or pick their shared edge.
If we pick the shared edge, then we have four choices for the last edge, as shown in Figure
17(b). We can break these into two sets of choices: the two that keep the class connected (green)
and the two that do not (red). Choosing either green edge leaves two opposite vertices open,
violating Rule 2. Choosing either red edge results in either the top or the bottom face having
parallel edges in one class and no face pair. Thus, we cannot pick the shared edge.
If we don’t pick the shared edge, we have to pick one edge on the back and the opposite edge
on the front. Otherwise, we end up with either the top or the bottom face having three edges.
This gives us the two cases in Figure 17(c). Only one is a viable fundamental domain, and it is
the 5-7 domain we have already classified.
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(a) (b)
FD (3)
(c)
Figure 17: (a) The original three edges, two on each adjacent face. The purple ’x’s denote
forbidden edges. (b) Once we pick the fourth purple edge, we can either pick the two green
edges or the two red edges to finish the class. (c) Picking the green edges is shown in the top
cube; picking the red edges is shown in the bottom. The top is not viable, while the bottom
gives FD (3).
Note that we can skip the case for two edges on the identified faces that are opposite because
that case will necessarily require an elliptic.
3 edges: The last case to check is that there are no new fundamental domain candidates
with three edges on adjacent faces. One edge must be shared, and there are three ways that
this can happen: either the shared edge is the middle edge of the chain on both faces, on one
face, or on neither face. These cases are shown in Figure 18 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The
shared edge is circled in each case.
In Figure 18(a), we must have an elliptic fixing the circled edge. In Figure 18(b), the bottom
face is entirely in the purple class and has no pair. Thus, case (c) is the only viable option
(there is also a symmetric case that could be considered; however, it has the same problems).
In Figure 18(c), there are two faces with three edges, and we claim that the shared edge has to
be the middle of the chain for one face and an end of the chain for the other.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 18: (a) Shared edge is middle edge for both faces (b) Shared edge is middle edge for left
face only (c) Shared edge is not middle edge for either face (d) Carrying out face identifications
for case (c); we end up with three edge classes.
Considering the diagram in Figure 18(c), we have one choice of identifications. The left and
front faces have to be identified with a pi twist; sending the right face to the bottom or the back
requires an elliptic generator, so we must identify the right face with the top face. That leaves
the bottom and the back face to be identified. If we follow these pairings, we obtain that the
class of seven edges is actually one class of five edges and another class of two edges, as shown
in Figure 18(d).
Thus, we conclude that FD (3) is the only candidates to be fundamental domain on the cube
with the edge breakdown 5-7, and more generally, that FD (1)-(3) are the only fundamental
domain candidates on the cube with torsion-free groups.
5.2 Explicitly finding the group for a given set of edge classes
2
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
1112
Figure 19: Edge classes for the fundamental domain on the cube. All exterior dihedral angles
are
2pi
3
.
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To find the generators, note that we have paired faces based on the face identifications, and
thus we can specify that three vertices on the front face, for example, go to three specific vertices
on the back face.
Recall that the face identifications for this cube are as follows:
• FD (1):
A: Front−→Back with pi
2
clockwise twist on back interior face
B: Left−→Right with pi
2
clockwise twist on right interior face
C: Top−→Bottom with pi
2
clockwise twist on bottom interior face
A Mobius transformation is completely determined once we know what it does to three
points, and thus we can use the cross ratio to find the specific generators. The cross ratio is
given by
[z, P1, P2, P3] =
(z − P2)(P1 − P3)
(z − P3)(P1 − P2) , (15)
where P1, P2, P3 go to 0, 1,∞, respectively.
We first found the vertices of a cube inscribed in the unit cube centered at (0, 0, 1) in R3.
These are also the vertices of an ideal cube in the Poincare ball; to apply the cross ratio, we
want to have the vertices in the upper half space model. To go from the Poincare ball to the
upper half space model, the vertices are inverted over the sphere of radius 2 centered at (0, 0, 2)
and then reflected over the xy-plane (see Figure 20).
2
C
Figure 20: Inversion over the sphere containing the Poincare ball. A vertex (purple) on the cube
inscribed in the ball model is sent to the new vertex (green).
Because all of the points lie on a sphere passing through the south pole and the center of
the sphere of inversion, all of the vertices land in the z = 0 plane. In the upper half model, the
z = 0 plane is C, the complex plane. We then used the cross ratio along with the scheme in
Figure 21 to determine the Mobius transformation.
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X(l1, l2, l3 )
(0, 1,∞)
(r1, r2, r3)
Y
Left face→Right face
XY −1
Figure 21: Diagram demonstrating how to find the Mobius transformation for the left to right
face identification.
Following this pattern, we found the three generators to be:
A(z) =
(i−√3)z + 4
z + (i −√3) ;B(z) =
(1−√3i)z + 4
−z + (1 −√3i) ;C(z) =
(1−√3)(1− i)z
−(1 +√3)(1 + i) (16)
To determine the relators for the group, we start at an edge and follow the face identifications
until we return to the original edge. Intuitively, these products should be the identity because
we return to the starting location; however, we will need to explicitly check to verify that this
is the case (see Section 5.3). Combining the results with the generators above, we obtain the
group given by:
G = 〈A,B,C | AB−1CA−1B−1C−1, ABC−1A−1BC〉. (17)
There are three generators, corresponding to the three pairwise face identifications, and two
relators corresponding to the two edge classes.
We further prove that for this particular set of face identifications, there is no other angle
solution that satisfies both the Rivin equations and the fundamental domain equations.
Proposition 5.2: Given the face identifications above, the set of angles all equal to
2pi
3
is
the unique angle solution.
Proof. Between the Rivin equations and the fundamental equations, we have a system of 10
equations in 12 variables: 8 equations corresponding to the eight vertices and one equation for
each of the two edge classes. Refer to Figure 19 for the labelling of the edges. First we prove
that each of the connected components of an edge class (in this particular case) sums to 2pi (of
the total 4pi). We will show it for one of the edge classes and assert that it is true for the other
(it is straightforward to check). Suppose that the blue edge class is not divided evenly between
its components and that one is equal to 2pi + k and one is equal to 2pi − k, where k ∈ Z can be
positive or negative. Assume WLOG that the component containing edges 5, 6 and 10 is equal
to 2pi + k. Starting with the fundamental domain equation for the purple edge class, we have:
pi − x1 + pi − x3 + pi − x9 + pi − x12 + pi − x8 + pi − x7 = 2pi
→ 6pi − (x1 + x3 + x9 + x12 + x8 + x7) = 2pi
→ x1 + x3 + x9 + x12 + x8 + x7 = 4pi
Then, by making two substitutions from the Rivin equations, we can obtain an equation con-
taining 2 equations from each of the classes. We will substitute x1 + x3 = 2pi − x10 and
x12 + x8 = 2pi − x6 in and obtain:
2pi − x10 + x9 + 2pi − x6 + x7 = pi
−→ x10 − x9 = x7 − x6
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Note that we can also combine the equations for the component x5 + x6 + x10 = 2pi + k
(WLOG because k can have either sign) with the two vertex equations that overlap in two edges:
we have x5 + x6 + x9 = 2pi and x5 +x10 +x7 = 2pi. Then, by combining each of these equations
with the component equation, we get the two equations
x6 − x7 = k and x10 − x9 = k. (18)
But combining with the above equations, we get k = −k and thus k = 0. This tells us that both
components of the blue edge class are equal to 2pi. Similar arguments can be made for the purple
class starting with the equation for the blue edge class and making two substitutions. Thus,
we now have 8 equations from the vertices and 4 equations for the 4 connected components,
all equal to 2pi. Each equation has three vertices being added together, and they are linearly
independent because no vertex has three equations in one class and thus they are distinct sums
of three vertices. 12 equations in 12 variables has a unique solution, and we know what that
solution is.
5.3 Determining Whether the Candidates are Fundamental Domains
In order to determine whether or not these polyhedra and groups are viable fundamental
domains, we need to ensure that the relators are equal to the identity. We have only imposed
the condition that the angle sum of edges in a class is 2pi; it is still possible that the relator is
a loxodromic containing the starting edge in the class in its axis.
For FD (1), we used the group calculated in section 5.2 to verify that the relators are indeed
the identity; thus, FD(1) is a fundamental domain. We only explicitly verified this claim for
the version of FD (1) shown in Figure 19; to see that it is true for the mirror image version,
note that the face identifications in that case require a
pi
2
counterclockwise twist, meaning
that group generators are the inverses of the generators for the group that we checked. Let
X = A−1, Y = B−1, Z = C−1. The relators can be found as
XY ZX−1Y Z−1 and XY −1Z−1X−1Y−1Z. (19)
When we plug in the substitutions for A,B, and C, we obtain the relators that we just verified
were the identity.
For FD (2), we obtain the following group using the same method as in Section 5.2:
G = 〈P,Q,R | PR−1R−1PQ−1Q−1, PQR−1P−1Q−1R〉, (20)
where P,Q, and R are given by
P (z) =
2(1 + i)z − 4√3(1 + i)
−√3(1 + i)z + 2(1 + i) ; (21)
Q(z) =
(2 + 2
√
3 + i(−2 + 2√3))z + 20 + 12√3 + i(4 + 4√3)
(
√
3− 1 + i(−1−√3))z − 2√3− 2 + i(10 + 6√3) (22)
and
R(z) =
(10
√
3− 18 + (6√3− 10)i)z − 12√3 + 20 + (20√3− 36)i
(
√
3− 3 + (−1 +√3)i)z + 2√3− 2 + (6− 2√3)i . (23)
Plugging in these equations to the relators in Equation 20 yields a multiple of the identity,
confirming that FD (2) is indeed a fundamental domain.
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We will not explicitly treat FD (3) (and its mirror image) in this paper. The same procedure
of finding the generators and relators and confirming that the relators yield the identity will
work for this case as well; however, finding the vertices of the cube is more difficult here because
the exterior dihedral angles are not all equal to
2pi
3
. We leave this verification for future work.
6 Combinatorial Restrictions on General Fundamental Do-
mains
After investigating fundamental domains on the cube specifically, we want to consider funda-
mental domains on more general polyhedra. One fact that helped us fully classify the fundamen-
tal domains on the cube with non-elliptic generators was the fact that there were only certain
edge breakdowns that were allowed, restricting our consideration to fewer cases. Extending this
idea, we wondered if there might be a more general cutoff for the size of an edge class. We
know that an edge class has to have at least 2 edges; but how can we impose conditions on the
polyhedron and group to improve that bound?
The following results give a set of conditions for which we know that we can improve the
lower bound on edge class size to three edges.
Proposition 6.1: If no pair of generators in the group corresponding to the fundamental
domain commute with each other, then the fundamental domain does not have an edge class of
size 3.
Proof. The proof will consist of Claims 6.1 and 6.2, which when combined give the full result.
Claim 6.1: There is an edge class containing three edges ⇐⇒ Y 2Z is a relator in the
corresponding group, where Y, Z are generators of the group.
Proof. =⇒ Suppose that there is an edge class containing three edges. Then there must be
two adjacent faces in the polyhedron that are identified with each other, and they must share
an edge. Otherwise, we will not be able to put face identifications on the polyhedron.
e
xa
xb
A
B
Y
Y −1
C
D
Z
Figure 22: Faces A an B are identified by generator Y and share edge e. We will show that C
an D must be identified by some generator Z.
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Figure 22 shows the general setup. Faces A and B are adjacent and share edge e; the edge
class also contains edges xa and xb. Edge xa is also contained in face C, and edge xb is also
contained in face D. Face A is sent to face B by isometry Y . We will not worry about isometry
Z yet.
The relators of the group are constructed by moving from edge to edge in a given class and
recording the generators (face identifications) that are used at each step. Each edge is contained
in two faces, and we use this fact to "jump" from edge to edge. For example, consider a cube
where the front is identified with the back via generator P and the bottom is identified with the
top via generator K. Consider the edge shared between the bottom and the back faces. We can
get to that edge from the front face via generator X. Now we want to consider the edge as part
of the bottom face because if we consider it as part of the back face, we will end up back at the
original edge on the front face. In this way, we have already accounted for that edge as part of
the back face. We then use generator K to account for the edge as part of the bottom face. This
allows us to reach every edge in the class, and eventually we come back to the starting edge.
We can choose any edge in the class as a starting point. Because we have to pick one face
to start with, the other face that contains the starting edge will be the endpoint of the last
generator in the relator, bringing us back to the original edge. If we have adjacent faces that
are identified with each other via generator Y sharing an edge, then if we start with the shared
edge, the two faces containing the edge are identified with each other, and so the first and terms
of the relator are each either Y or Y −1. We argue that they both have to be the same; for if
they were not, then we could just consider the case where we find the relator starting at another
edge, which gives a cyclic permutation of this relator; there would then be an adjacent Y Y −1,
which should not happen. Thus, both the first and last terms are the same generator.
In this specific case, we will start the relator at edge e. The first and last term in the relator
are either both Y or both Y −1 by the argument above. We will consider the case with both
being Y . Then our relator so far looks like this: Y Y . We want to fill in the blank space.
Since our first relator is Y , that means that we consider e as part of face A originally. Thus,
the missing generator takes edge xb to edge xa, as the last generator in the relator takes xa to
e via Y .
Edge xb is contained in two faces: B and D. However, if we consider xb as part of face B,
then we have to use the generator Y −1, and we know that Y −1 sends xb to e, so we cannot
use face B. Thus, we consider xb as part of face D. Since xb has to go to xa and face A is
already identified with face B, this means that face D has to be identified with face C and has
to match xb and xa. Thus, the relator is of the form Y ZY . As we mentioned earlier, any cyclic
permutation of the relator can be used, so we can rearrange this relator to obtain Y 2Z, which
is what we set out to show.
⇐= The term Y Y Z has three generators, which means that there are three edges being
identified. Suppose that there were originally more generators that were cancelled out. Then
there would have been adjacent terms of the form XX−1. We will use an example to explain
why this cannot happen: suppose WLOG that the front and back faces of a cube are identified
so that edge f on the front face is sent to edge b on the back face. Let X be the generator that
sends the front face to the back face. When we are at f in the chain of edges in the class, we act
with X to get to b. But now we are on the back face and we are supposed to use X−1, which
sends the back face to the front face; in particular, it sends b back to f . Thus, we have ended
up at the same edge we started at, meaning that those two edges should be in their own class,
a contradiction. So we cannot have cancelled out any terms of the form XX−1, and the class
must have three edges if there is a relator of the form Y 2Z.
Now we prove the following result:
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Claim 6.2: Y 2Z is a relator =⇒ Y, Z commute.
Proof. We begin with Y 2Z = 1. Thus, Y = Z−1Y −1 and Y = Y −1Z−1, obtained by solving for
each of the Y s. Then:
Z−1Y −1 = Y −1Z−1 =⇒ Y −1 = ZY −1Z−1 =⇒ Y −1Z = ZY −1 (24)
=⇒ Z = Y ZY −1 =⇒ ZY = Y Z
By the contrapositive of Claim 6.2, if Y and Z do not commute, then Y 2Z is not a relator;
and by Claim 6.1, if Y 2Z is not a relator, then there is not an edge class containing three edges.
This combination gives us the full result that we were looking for.
One might ask when we can extend Claim 6.2 to an "if and only if" statement. We cannot
in general, but the following result gives us a partial extension.
Claim 6.3: Y,Z commute =⇒ Y 2Z = K where K commutes with Y (K 6= Z).
Proof. Suppose that Y and Z commute. Then Y Z = ZY and thus Y −1Z−1 = Z−1Y −1. Let
Y 2Z = K. Then Y = KZ−1Y −1 and Y = Y −1KZ−1.
KZ−1Y −1 = Y −1KZ−1 =⇒ K = Y KZ−1Y −1Z. (25)
Then since Y −1 and Z−1 commute,
K = Y KY −1Z−1Z = Y KY −1 =⇒ KY = Y K, (26)
so K commutes with Y. Note that K 6= Z because if it was, then Y 2Z = Z =⇒ Y 2 = 1. But
Y does not have order 2 because it is squared in the relator but applying Y twice in that case
does not take us back to the original edge.
Corollary 6.1: If Z is the only element in the group that commutes with Y , then Y 2Z = 1.
Corollary 6.2: If there is a generator in the group that only commutes with one other element
that is also a generator, then there is an edge class with three edges.
Now that we have proven Proposition 6.1, we can prove the following result:
Proposition 6.2: If the group corresponding to a fundamental domain does not have any
generators that commute, then the polyhedron must satisfy the equation E ≤ 2V .
Proof. Suppose that the group does not have any generators that commute. Then by Proposition
6.1, there is not an edge class of size three. Thus, all edge classes have at least four elements.
That means that the number of edges in the abstract polyhedron divided by the number of edge
classes in the quotient must be at least 4. Thus:
E
E
≥ 4 =⇒ E
E−V
2
≥ 4 =⇒ E
E − V ≥ 2 =⇒ E ≥ 2E − 2V =⇒ E ≤ 2V (27)
Corollary 6.3: Any fundamental domain on the icosahedron without elliptic generators
must have at least two generators that commute.
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Proof. The icosahedron has 30 edges and 9 edge classes, and
30
9
< 4. Thus, it violates the
equation in Proposition 6.2, and by the contrapositive of that statement, it has generators that
commute.
We can further generalize the methods used above to edge classes of odd size.
Proposition 6.3: There is a squared term in a relator for the group ⇐⇒ A pair of adjacent
faces are identified in the polyhedron.
Proof. =⇒ Assume that there is a squared term in one of the relators for the group. That is,
the relator is of the form X1...X
2
i ...Xk, where the Xj are generators for the group. Let Xi be
the generator that takes face A to face B. Suppose that we get edge e from Xi−1. Then the
image face of Xi−1 is face A. We act Xi on face A and obtain face B. Edge e is now edge Xi(e)
on face B. We do not want the generator that has face B as its domain because that is X−1i and
will undo what we just did. So the next term in the relator comes from considering Xi(e) as
part of its other face. But the next generator is Xi again, which has face A as its domain face.
Thus, edge e is shared between faces A and B, which are identified by Xi.
⇐= Assume that a pair of adjacent faces are identified. Call them faces A and B and let
them share edge e. Isometry X sends A to B. We will proceed as we did in the proof of Claim
6.1. WLOG, we can construct the relator for the class of edge e by starting at e. Edge e is part
of faces A and B; we will first consider e as part of face A (again WLOG), so the first term in
the relator is X. That means that we want to end with the isometry that takes another edge
back to e, where e is part of face B. In other words, we need the isometry that has B as its
codomain face. But that isometry is X : A→ B. Thus, the relator is of the form X...X , and if
we take a cyclic permutation, the generator X will be squared.
Corollary 6.4: If no relators have squared terms, then there are no edge classes of odd size
and moreover, both E and V have to be even.
Proof. If no relators have squared terms, then by Proposition 6.3, there are no adjacent faces
identified. In order to have an edge class of odd size, we need to identify adjacent faces so that
there can be a shared edge. Otherwise, every edge has a pair somewhere else and there are an
even number of edges. Thus, there are no edge classes of odd size. To see that E and V are
both even, note first that in order for the equation E =
E − V
2
to be well defined, E and V
have to have the same parity. If E is odd, then there must be at least one edge class of odd size.
Thus, in this case both E and V must be even.
These results provide us with methods of checking whether or not a given group and/or
polyhedron is suited to be a fundamental domain.
7 Conclusions and Next Steps
The study of fundamental domains is a key component of current research in hyperbolic
3-manifolds. One approach is to determine different fundamental domains, and in this paper
we have explored combinatorial restrictions on fundamental polyhedra and conditions on the
associated groups. These constraints offer a way of determining whether given polyhedra and/or
groups are candidates to be fundamental domains. We only considered torsion-free groups; a
potential future direction would be to consider groups with elliptic elements. In Section 3.2.1,
we described the role of elliptic elements in general groups; an approach that could be taken
would be to go back through the proofs outlined in Section 5 and figure out what is happening
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with the cases where there are elliptic generators. We could also attempt to make a modification
to the fundamental domain equations used in this paper. For an elliptic generator fixing edge i,
we need that
xi =
2pi
k
, k ∈ Z (28)
so that some power of the elliptic is the identity. We could explore how this equation combines
with the Rivin equations and the fundamental domain equations used in this paper in a manner
similar to our methods in Section 4. Another possible extension would be to classify fundamental
domains on the octahedron, analogous to what we did for the cube in Section 5. It would be
interesting to analyze the similarities between the cube and the octahedron, given that they are
polyhedral duals of one another.
We also proved a general result about the number of edge classes required for a given polyhe-
dron based on the Euler characteristic equation, assuming that the associated group is torsion-
free. Using that result, we know that the cube has to have 2 edge classes, and we classify
all of the fundamental domains on the cube. In verifying that the candidates that we found
are fundamental domains, we describe the process by which we can explicitly find the group
associated with a set of edge classes. Finally, we prove a variety of results about combinatorial
restrictions on general fundamental domains; specifically, we investigated how different prop-
erties of the relators in a group lead to restrictions on the arrangement of the edge classes on
the polyhedron. All of these results give us insight into what polyhedra and groups can be
fundamental domains. They also illuminate the connection between the group and polyhedron
associated to a fundamental domain. Armed with these results, we move towards a method of
determining whether or not certain polyhedra can be fundamental domains, bringing us a step
closer to understanding hyperbolic 3-manifolds.
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